APEX 2018 - Line up
Welcome on board of our ARTE catalog! English, German, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Portuguese and French are spoken.
For more booking details, please get in touch with your flight attendant Audrey KAMGA (a-kamga@artefrance.fr).
Enjoy your flight !
Screening online: sales.arte.tv
POP CULTURE

CANNES, FREEDOM FESTIVAL 52’
The fascinating story of the birth of the
largest Cinema Festival. Created in 1939
as a response to the rise of Fascism and
Nazism, Cannes was meant to be an
event to celebrate freedom in the world
and in cinema. ANNIVERSARY

BARBRA STREISAND, BECOMING AN
ICON 52’
This film recounts the unstoppable rise
of the first female megastar who shaped
and influenced her entire artistic lineage,
and embodied the cause of women and
homosexuals.

GREETINGS FROM PLANET SMURF 52’
Smurfs, Schtroumpfs, Pitufos, Lan-Shin-Lings or Schlumpfs, everyone knows them –
or at least thinks they know them. But what do we actually know about those small
forest beings – they are small enough to live in big mushrooms – who talk in such a
distinctive language? 60 years after the Smurfs were born, this movie sheds a light
on their strange society. ANNIVERSARY

RENE GOSCINNY, ENTERTAINER OF
THE GLORIOUS THIRTIES 52’
Father of Astérix and the Petit Nicolas,
René Goscinny hid the destiny of a
nomad with multiple influences behind
his average Frenchman’s facetious ways.

PAVAROTTI, POP TENOR 52’
Not only did he democratize opera,
making it accessible to the greatest
number, he devised a marketing strategy
and arguably transformed into a pop
artist.			

TARZAN, THE MAN BEHIND THE
LEGEND 52’
The film recounts the reasons for his
success and how each generation reinvents and re-interprets him. A super
hero who never goes out of fashion.
ANNIVERSARY

ROBIN HOOD: CELEBRITY THIEF 52’
The film tells the fascinating saga of a
revolutionary icon present in popular
culture in all its forms, from children’s
songs to literature, movies, TV comics,
and more recently, video games.

JEAN-MICHEL BASQUIAT 52’
In the early 80’s, in New York, a Brooklyn
teenager was about to change the
course of art history. Award for Best
Portait at the FIFA (Montreal, Canada).
ANNIVERSARY

AVA GARDNER 52’
At the height of her glory in 1954, Ava
left the glitz and glamor to move to
Madrid, a poor and repressed country in
the iron vice of dictatorship.

THE FRANKENSTEIN MYTH 52’		
Two centuries ago Mary Shelley wrote
Frankenstein, the modern Prometheus.
The Creature became a pop culture icon,
overshadowing the novel and Doctor
Victor Frankenstein himself.		
ANNIVERSARY

ANNA KARINA 52’
Major actress of the New Wave, Anna
Karina is bound to the great renewal of
cinema in the 60’s. The film integrates
her portrait in the story of her time, but is
also a love letter.

THE OWL’S LEGACY 13X26’
Chris Marker’s mythical masterpiece
released for the first time in 30 years.
A film in 13 episodes about the influence
of Greek culture in our society.

THE CLOUZOT SCANDAL 60’
With the “Wages of Fear”, “Diabolique”
and “Quay of the Goldsmiths”, HenriGeorges Clouzot is revealed as a master
of suspense, turning human neuroses
into a breath taking spectacle.
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ART & CULTURE

THE LOUVRE ABU DHABI 52’
This documentary recounts the
architectural and cultural adventure
of the construction of the Louvre Abu
Dhabi museum, initiated by architect
Jean Nouvel.

THE LOUVRE ABU DHABI - GENESIS OF
A COLLECTION 52’
After an outstanding process of thinking
up and putting together a unique
collection, the Louvre Abu Dhabi
becomes the first universal museum in
the Arabian Peninsula.

CHINA, ONE MILLION ARTISTS 52’
Since 2012, China has been the world
number one in art sales. Who are these
artists? Although 2 artists – Basquiat and
Koons - constitute 50% of the American
market, China has 47 artists in the top
100.

DAVID HOCKNEY, TIME RECLAIMED 52’
He is a major figure in the pop art
movement. Through images, anecdotes,
discover how the renowned painter
defies classification and remains
mysterious in many ways.		

BUDDING STARS, FIVE YEARS LATER
5x26’				
With “Budding Stars”, we got to share
the intense and extraordinary lives of the
young dancers of the Paris Ballet School.
What has become of these exceptional
young people five years later?

FOCUS IRAN - A DARING VISION 52’
This movie sheds a new light on Iran, a
complex country torn between tradition
and modernity – a country in which
these photographers have chosen to
stay, despite the difficulties to work and
live there.

NATURE

TREE STORIES 10x52’ NEW EPS
Through stories told by people who
live near special trees, we find out how
different cultures in both hemispheres
view this shared natural heritage.

SAND WARS 52’ & 74’
From Mumbai to Brittany, this fascinating
ecological investigation unveils a global
emergency: the threat to sand. It is a
vital resource of which the pillaging has
intensified for the needs of concrete
construction.

MONUMENTS OF LEGEND 5x52’ UHD
Discover the hidden artistic treasures behind the construction of iconic monuments,
how they fit into art history and have been preserved until today. With: the Castle of
Fontainebleau, the Chauvet cave…

SCHOOL OF TOMORROW 2x52’
Meeting with scientists and innovators as
well as teachers, children and parents all
around the world, this miniseries answers
an urgent question: how can science help
us shape the school of tomorrow?

BRAINS IN DANGER 52’
This international scientific investigation
reveals how chemicals in objects
surrounding us affect our brain, and
especially those of fetuses.

INNOVATION ON BOARD 15x26’
A young engineer and his crew sail their
boat from France to Indonesia on a quest
for self-sufficiency. They meet low-tech
inventors who develop simple solutions
to universal problems of food, energy,
water…

MAPPING THE WORLD 500x12’ NEW EPS
For the last 10 years, this geopolitical
and educational series is studying major
players and power games at stake in
our contemporary world, with maps as
a tool for understanding international
complexities.

THE SILK ROAD 15x26’
Discover the mythical network of trade
routes that for centuries linked the
Far East to the West with Alfred de
Montesquiou, a war correspondent for
the Associated Press news agency and a
journalist for Paris Match.

SURVIVING IN THE LAGOON 52’ UHD
In the heart of the Pacific, between the
lagoon and the ocean, unrolls one of
Nature’s greatest spectacles. Filmed in
UHD and extreme slow motion, this film
captures exclusive wildlife behavior of
sharks, whales, groupers, and more.

SCIENCE

SCIENCIBLE: SCIENCE LIKE YOU HAVE
NEVER SEEN BEFORE 30X2’
Delve into the fascinating universe of
science through beautiful, mysterious
and surprising images! A series where
esthetics will make you experience the
pleasure of discovery.

DISCOVERY

IN THE AMERICAS WITH 		
DAVID YETMAN 70x26’ 		
A multi award winning series that follows
filmmaker David Yeltman across North
and South America to discover their
geographic and cultural diversity.

HISTORY

IRAN, THE BATTLE OF WATER 52’
For the Islamic Republic, the battle for
water has become a national emergency.
How has Iran come to sacrifice this
resource much more vital than oil?

WHEN BANANA RULED 52’ 		
In 19th century Central America, a few
entrepreneurial cowboys built an empire
that enslaved populations and corrupted
governments for over 100 years: the
United Fruit Company.

CHE GUEVARA, BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
50 years after his death, this film
embarks on an authentic journey
to deconstruct the image of the
“guerillero heroic”, retracing the story
of a man trapped by his own legend.
ANNIVERSARY

SEX REVOLUTIONS 2x52’		
From the 1950s to 2000s, from New York
to Paris, this documentary series traces
the process of the sexual revolution that
was first seen as a libertarian and social
revolution before becoming the symbol
of a profound societal revolution.

IRAN, DREAMS OF EMPIRE 52’						
This film sets out to provide an in-depth analysis of the strategic objectives of Iran,
encompassing its role in Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen, and its
relations with Russia, the United States, France and beyond.

SIXTY EIGHT - 10 YEARS THAT SHOOK
THE WORLD by DON KENT 4x52’
50 years later, what remains of the 1968
movement that turned the world upside
down? ANNIVERSARY

DATES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’
This series tells world history through a
few major dates, revisited through the
prism of memory. Driven by passionate
delivery of historian Patrick Boucheron,
history comes to life under our eyes with
bold and entertaining graphics.

HARLEM HELLFIGHTERS 52’
By the end of 1917 a regiment of
African-American soldiers had joined the
trenches in France. They discovered both
the horrors of war and a world where
racial segregation did not exist.

THE LAST MERCHANTS OF VENICE 52’
This is the fascinating story of a Venice
from the late 19th century to the rise of
Mussolini through the saga of one of
its richest families: the Stucky family.
A forgotten Venice, with incredible
unreleased archives in original color.

MONUMENTS OF LEGEND 4x8’
Discover the hidden artistic treasures
behind the construction of iconic
monuments, how they fit into art history
and have been preserved until today.

VELASQUEZ 6’			
Between illusion and reality, Velásquez
takes hold of our senses and relentlessly
questions our reason. We experience
the vertigo and the enigmatic echoes
conveyed by this composition.

+/- 5 METERS 5x2’			
Scuba diving in 360°. Dive with the
photographer Joe Bunni and experience
the underwater world in 5 episodes

INTO THE SHARK PACK 2x7’		
Let’s dive by night into a feeding frenzy
of 700 sharks in Polynesia, the largest
concentration of sharks in the world. A
fascinating experience.

GEO 360° 3x5’ 			
Discover some of the most beautiful
places on earth in 360° : The Mont Blanc,
the Majestic Mountains of marble of
Michelangelo and the Bay of Biscaya…

LIFE TO COME 13’			
Let’s live reality out of the perspective
of a baby newborn! The emotions of
the parents, the work of the caring staff
is played by actors based on the last
scientific studies.

ARTE TRIPS - THE ISLE OF THE DEAD BY ARNOLD BOCKLIN 7’		
A voyage into the unknown in a seemingly banal apartment : within a few minutes,
civilisation disintegrates and we find ourselves in company of a boatman who guides
us to the isle of the dead.
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VR & 360°

ART

ARCHITECTURES 68x26’		
The most remarkable achievements in
modern architecture, from the works that
heralded the birth of the modern style at
the end of the 19th century to the latest
designs by today’s top architects.

SMART SECRETS OF GREAT PAINTINGS
24x26’ NEW EPS
This collection explores history of art in
a totally new way. Each film is a journey.
The painting comes to life, as animation
overrides the limits of the frame, taking
us to the heart of the canvass.

DISCOVERY & LIFESTYLE

SNAPSHOTS 12x26’ NEW EPS
Sensitive witnesses of their country and society, young Chinese, Indian and Russian
photographers provide their vision of their countries. How do these photographers
wiew the transformations taking place in their society, their environment, their
identity and their families ? These films provide the answer. Extraordinary images to
better understand the clamor of an era.

FORGOTTEN TREASURES OF THE
MEDITERRANEAN 8x26’ NEW EPS
Each film is like a fantastic story that
takes viewers on a tremendous journey
to discover a forgotten treasure, country,
history, know-how or men and women.

WIND QUEST 28x52’
Arthur de Kersauson, a young citydweller and Antoine Auriol, World
Champion in the Kiteboard Pro World
Tour, set out in search of the winds of
the world, collecting facts, fiction and

COMING SOON

360° GEO REPORTS 282x52’ NEW EPS
This multiple award-winning series is one
of the most enterprising productions
of its kind. From sapphire mines in
Madagascar, to a small Russian village on
the Arctic Circle. See the world through
different eyes!

FOOD MARKETS 15x22’ NEW EPS
They are the heart of the city and nourish
a great part of their population. We all
know what a food market is. But what
do we know about how a food market
actually works?

A WEEK WITH… SARAH WIENER 5x43’
A new chapter in Sarah Wiener’s culinary
adventures, this time: specific diets! Our
vivacious Austrian chef will spend a week
with fishermen, winegrowers, soldiers,
wrestlers and monks!

BUILDING ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGER 52’		
This film sets out to retrace the life of
this American icon, from bodybuilding
champ to Hollywood A-lister and
governor of California.

DR. JACK AND MR. NICHOLSON 52’
Everyone knows him, but no one knows
the man behind the actor. Sexy, crazy,
rebel, scary, and out of control, this film
reveals the multiple faces and complex
personality of Jack Nicholson through his
films.

MICHAEL JACKSON, 10 YEARS LATER
52’
10 years ago, the King of Pop brutally
disappeared. Through exclusive
interviews of his family, we will reveal
the secrets that were unveiled after his
death. ANNIVERSARY

JUSTIN TRUDEAU, THE OTHER
AMERICA 52’
Who is Justin Trudeau? Mr Nice
Guy welcoming syrian refugees and
celebratig diversity, or your next door
politician signing pipelines that are
wrecking the canadian environment?

FARAH DIBA PAHLAVI, THE LAST
EMPRESS 52’
The film tells the turbulent life story of
Farah Diba Pahlavi who became the first
and only empress in the history of Persia.
ANNIVERSARY

VOLCANOES AMONG US 4x52’ & 20x26’
This stunning 4-part series and 20 half
hours take us to visit 40 volcanoes
worldwide to learn about the fire giants
from people who live alongside them
and scientists from all over the world.

THE EARLY DAYS OF CHRISTIAN DIOR
52’
A creative biography of the man who
conquered the entire world with his
first collection at the start of 1947: the
controversial New Look.

MEN’S STYLE 52’
Discover six chapters attempting
to define what men’s style is today.
A guided tour of the men’s locker room,
in the loop, irreverent, amusing and
precise. By Loïc Prigent

PIGALLE 52’
The film will tell the story of this district
like a vibrant convergence of Parisian
culture. The pivotal moments of its
transformation will be reenacted as a
modern retelling of Pigalle’s vivid tale.
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